AIPG – WI Section Executive Board Conference Call  
Monday, September 28, 2020 (12:30 pm – 1:00 pm)  
Meeting Minutes  

Participants:  
Paula Leier-Engelhardt, Jayne Englebert, Chris Lilek, Trevor Nobile, Rebecca Butcher, Heather Hallett, Andy Graham  

Review and Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes (All)  
No notes to approved at this time. Trevor Nobile to finalize for final approval next meeting.  

Treasurers Report (Jayne)  

PFAS Workshop (Chris)  
Chris Lilek spoke with Taryn McKnight, will have a detailed outline by early December. Will be ready for webinar in late February potentially. Proposed advertising after January 1st. Offering CEU’s but may charge a fee. Moving along and on schedule.  

Sponsorship of Science-A-Thon (All)  
October 10th date may be too late for this year. Revisit this next summer for consideration. Good opportunity.  

Survey on the economic benefits of geologic mapping - due 11-02-20 (All)  
https://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/5772757/e216571551c0  
Looking for input by the end of the week, looking to see how impactful nature of geologic mapping (timing, economics). Encourage to click on link.  

AIPG Member Survey - due 10-09-20 (All)  
Just a reminder.  

Brainstorm – “How should we spend our money?” (All)  
Proposed reimbursement of ASBOG review materials for members (manuals, practices quizzes, coursework). Agreed (manuals, quizzes/tests), but no prep courses. Look at advertising with newsletter, and ASBOG. Paula Leier-Engelhardt, to reach out to Brenda. Put a limit on the number.  

Next Scheduled Board Meeting – Monday, October 26, 2020 – 12:30 pm to 1:00 pm